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Arson attacks in high schools in Kenya began in 1908. The fate of survivors subdued by symptomatology remains unknown. The study established that symptoms and signs of trauma can be managed and treated. The study adopted a descriptive survey design to execute it. Snowball and respondent-driven sampling techniques were applied. The population consisted of high schools, including students. The study used self-administered questionnaires for data collection which were analysed using descriptive statistics, inferential statistics and statistical package for social sciences. Hypotheses were analyzed by correlation coefficient and stepwise regression technique. The study adopted social support theory because there is a link between social support and individual healing. The outcome of the study identified gaps in safety awareness and preparedness programs in high schools and will assist education administrators to formulate adequate policy. This study forms basis for future researchers, survivors, parents and youths. This research supported and extended studies in social support, health and well-being.
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INTRODUCTION

The treatment of symptoms and signs of trauma relies on a multidimensional approach. Options include guidance and counseling, survivor's education, social support, anxiety management through psychologic and psychopharmacologic interventions, individual characteristics and facilities of the schools. Survivor's education and social support are important initial interventions to engage the survivors and mitigate the impact of traumatic events.

The consequences of traumatic events are debilitating. Management of symptomatology is a big challenge. This is because in the initial stages there is much concern.
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where trauma effects rage progressively in the survivor as time goes by. Consequences of trauma can be long lasting with counseling and its compounding implications.

Mwangi (2016) established that the use of crisis counseling strategies is useful in crisis interventions. In another related study on challenges, teacher-counselors face in implementing guidance and counseling in schools is that schools are not adequately staffed with counselors. Ministry of Education must also be accorded enough funding. This recognition and accessibility are motivating factors (Lapan et al., 2001). On the other hand, McLeod and McLeod (2011) provided a practical guide for counselors and generally helping professionals with counseling skills. These researchers determined objectives of counseling which are; gain understanding into the origin and emotional difficulties leading to increased capacity to take rational control over their feelings and actions, alter bad undesirable behavior and assist students to move towards fulfilling their potential, help students achieve integration of previously conflicting paths of themselves and provide students with skills, awareness, and knowledge that will enable them to confront social challenges. Corey (2016) in his book on theory and practice of counseling and psychotherapy addressed the use of peer counselors as additions to teacher-counselors, who may feel overwhelmed by the student population.

Pharmacological intervention is the use of drug medicines to treat trauma survivors with consequences of trauma. The word has a Greek etymology. Pharmakos means medicine and logos which means study, knowledge and in 1847, pharmacology became an official study. The first professor was Rudolf Buchhelin at the University of Estonian. Antidepressants selective serotonin-reuptake (SSRI), such as Prozac, Zoloft, Paxil, Lexapro, and Celera are known to be administered in cases of a generalized anxiety disorder (GAD), panic disorder and obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD), panic disorder, social anxiety disorder, and PTSD. These drugs minimize symptoms and usually take 2 to 6 weeks for SSRI to start the process of reducing the symptoms. The study found, however, that the most effective drugs included Amitriptyline Affixer Lexapro, Paxil, Romero, and Tarantellas. In the treatment with medication, the association recommends that when one medication does not work, there are many others to try (Anxiety and Depression Association of America (ADAA, 2020).

Marshall et al. (2001) provided evidence using the randomized controlled trial. Patients who received a mean daily dosage of 146 mg of sertraline had a 60 percent positive response rate compared with a 38 percent positive response, rate in patients receiving placebo in PTNSI application. Another study by Davidson et al. (2000) showed that sertraline was effective in preventing a relapse of PTSD symptoms during a 28-week maintenance phase following 24 weeks of acute therapy. However, other studies by Davis et al. (2001) indicate that the use of tricyclic antidepressants and monoamine oxidant inhibitors are moderately effective in the treatment of PTSD and are superior to placebo, however, due to side effects profile, the medications are considered second- or third-lines agents.

Individual characteristics of a survivor in significantly reducing, mitigating, or controlling the psychological impact of arson attacks include, escaping the event, relocating to a new location as an alternative. Participation in non-competitive exercises, such as aerobics, jogging, walking, swimming, and riding a bicycle is recommended by physicians as the method of reducing tension and enhancing resilience. Individuals can also undertake relaxation exercises to reduce strain. Among these exercises are meditation, sleep, biofeedback, massage, yoga, tai chi, and music. An appreciation of basic principles of time management, such as planning, do one thing at a time, delegating roles, learning to say no, organizing and protecting, “the part principle” that 20 percent of your time should produce 80 percent of your engagements, thinking of the expected outcome and avoiding distractions (Mcshane, 2019).

Social support, among others, can be expressed as the relief, help, or advice an individual or group of individuals receive from official or unofficial contacts to alleviate suffering. These contacts are referred to as social networks: among them, family support, peer support, and religious support. Studies confirm that a relationship exists that connects social support and individual resilience which leads to mental health wellness and functioning as demonstrated in the following paragraphs (Sippel et al., 2015; APA, 2018). Since Dr. Murray Bowen introduced the family system theory in the late 1960s a lot has been done to revamp it. The latest update on 16th January 2020 reflects on its definition as a homogeneous emotional unit whose members are strongly interconnected. Members, therefore, interact with each other and respond to one another in certain situations. Each member’s behavior affects the other expectedly to maintain equilibrium (Devline, 2020).

According to Wortman and Baemen (2011), among the mechanisms that may predict the psychological consequence of trauma in an individual survivor is a spiritual struggle. This is a set of negative cognitions related to understanding or responding to cues in daily living. Wong (2011) agreed with the findings of the study and further posted how mindfulness intervention multidisciplinary failed him to manage pain in terms of intensity, stress, and quality of life with success. He revealed that he had tried several alternative methods to treat his depression, anxiety, and PTSD.

According to Ali et al. (2015), peer-to-peer support
encourages others when people provide their knowledge, experience, emotional or physical help to each other. Ali et al. (2015) adds that peer support acts as the service provider who compliments services offered by a professional. In essence, it serves as a link to professional help. Friedman (2012) adds that it is an initiative concerning trained supporters (although it can be provided by peers without formal training) and takes various forms, such as peer mentoring, listening, or counseling in order to promote personal development and to create a perspective influence on the emotional psychological health of others; thus, offering a bridge between troubled peers and friends.

Suicide cases and other elements can be avoided (https://www.befinders.org 2020; Ali et al., 2015). The USA National Center for Disease Control stated on the 25th-anniversary celebrations on 21 August 2015 that an individual knowing that someone else is also suffering like him/her is the first step towards wellness. Peer support initiative, to reach out to others and benefit from the experience of those who have been there and it motivates the individual survivor to follow up on their treatment plan (National Center for Disease Control, 2015). Wortman and Baemen (2011) supports the view and states the survivor will understand consequences of psychological trauma do not define who you are. Instead, it should help one to rediscover his/her strength that one may have thought one had lost. In Australia, for example, peer support services when applied together with inpatient amenity helped to reduce hospitalization by 300 bed days in 3 months with substantial cost saving for the patients (Lawn et al., 2008). Meanwhile, in the U.S.A an outpatient peer support service helped to save readmission and hospitalization by 50 percent occupation (Chair Dr. Program in health Promotion, 2006). New Zealand is a success story with peer support services with financial cost savings ranging from £180-£259 per day. Results from persons with mental health conditions and /or addiction have increased self-esteem and self-confidence, a sense of purpose, a great sense of well-being; they have good outcomes where other services have failed; there is increased resilience and quality of life (Basset et al., 2010).

### METHODOLOGY

#### Research design

This research applied a descriptive survey design to execute it. The survey design helped the researcher to meet the study objectives by collecting, measuring and analyzing data. The design used the description to organize data into patterns that emerge during analysis. This analysis is the form of the structure of the research and availability of diverse information (Orodho, 2013).

#### Population of the study

The population of interest was the form four students who completed their studies towards the end of 2019 in the high schools that experienced arson attacks, in June and July, 2016 within Nairobi County. They are a total of 853 students. They were four schools: 2 public boys boarding, 1 private boys boarding and 01 mixed boys and girls public with girls boarding while boys as day students. They were among over 130 secondary schools which experienced arson attacks in Kenya in June and July, 2016 (Table 1).

#### Data collection

Data both primary and secondary were used in the study. Primary data were collected on self-administered questionnaires. A questionnaire will help the respondents to answer questions on safety awareness and preparedness, manifestation of symptomatology, management of symptomatology and psychological adjustment which are the variables of the study. In order to explore more unknown thoughts from respondents, the researcher will employ both structured and unstructured questionnaire. For the success of this operation, the researcher will adopt a field study procedure (Mugenda and Mugenda, 2003). Questionnaires for data collection are preferred in this type of research due to time saving, are easily dispensed to respondents spread across a large area and are easy to handle. This helps the respondents to attempt to answer every question (Spasford, 2006; Phellas, 2011).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name and type of school</th>
<th>Number of students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boys high school (public boarding)</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boys boarding (private secondary school)</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boys high school (public boarding)</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed boys and girls (public girls boarding and boys day)</td>
<td>(168)114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>853</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Bivariate correlation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Psychological adjustment</th>
<th>Safety awareness and preparedness</th>
<th>Manifestation of symptomatology</th>
<th>Management of symptomatology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Psychological adjustment</td>
<td>Pearson correlation 1</td>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>N 161</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety awareness and preparedness</td>
<td>Pearson correlation 0.418</td>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed) 0.001</td>
<td>N 161 161</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manifestation of symptomatology</td>
<td>Pearson correlation 0.558</td>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed) 0.005</td>
<td>N 161 161</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management of symptomatology</td>
<td>Pearson correlation 0.482</td>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed) 0.000</td>
<td>N 161 161</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experimental data analysis

Analysis of information gathered began by editing the questionnaire for accuracy, cleaning and coding. The information was entered on the spreadsheet and analyzed by using Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS). Quantitative data were analyzed by applying descriptive statistics, such as frequencies, percentages and measures of central tendency as a technique for closed ended questions. Meanwhile, qualitative data were cleaned and organized into specific codes according to research questions and directives and grouped into various themes from which conclusions were drawn (Asfaw and Ngao, 2004). The researcher applied inference rules to draw out conclusion. For example, the objective was investigated using Pearson product moment correlation (r).

RESULTS

This paper established that there is a positive relationship between safety awareness, preparedness and psychological adjustment of the survivors of arson attacks in high schools in Nairobi County. The findings also showed that the management of symptomatology (physiological, psychological, and behavioral symptoms and signs) positively affects the relationship between manifestation of symptomatology and psychological adjustment of the survivors of arson attacks in Nairobi County (Table 2). Drugs and alcohol are a huge hardship in high schools. Human behaviors are directly linked to arson. Factors underlying their motivation may arise from drugs and alcohol use, vandalism, spite, revenge, intimidation, civil disorder, hate related crime, gang incitation, radicalization, anger recidivism and concealment of another crime (Jennings, 2016).

DISCUSSION

NACADA (2004) states that almost 46% of population ranging from 15 to 65 years have tried consumption of alcoholic beverages; they have an addictive tendency. NACADA (2004) found that youths who observe religious ordinances develop willpower to resist acts of criminal nature. These findings also concur with Wortman and Baemen (2011) who indicated that mechanisms that may predict psychological symptoms in an individual are related to his/her spiritual struggle in life. Still, an interesting study on alcoholism has indicated that people...
who feed on maize meal may digest the food into alcohol, in an auto brewery syndrome research. It was not identified with a study in Kenya, but with a country whose staple food is mainly carbohydrate meals; in this regard, it would make an interesting study via a vis students' behaviour. Still, a serious challenge emerges from maternal foetal exposure where it is no longer only women who are not allowed to drink alcohol when expecting babies but their male partners who pass the alcohol syndrome to the unborn babies via their DNA. These children may grow and turn into arsonists (Taylor and Francis, 2017). The findings should inspire several new kinds of research if at all tenable.

Legalising cannabis sativa and marijuana has become the trend in the world. It remains to be seen how those nations will address the inherent consequences of smoking the substances. Also while women are not allowed to drink or smoke during pregnancy, men are legalised to smoke and drink, thereby passing on the dysfunctional attributes through their DNA to foetus in uterus. Yet there is a link between alcohol foetal exposure and fire setting (Taylor and Francis, 2017). Meanwhile Cannabis sativa and marijuana smoking are also known to contribute to dysfunctional behaviour leading to fire setting in school (NACADA, 2004). Other factors such as impulse control disorder pyromania and sexual urges among youths have been cited in various literatures as causes of dysfunctional behaviour, leading to fire setting (Kipng'eno and Kyalo, 2009). These measures largely have no known cure. Jackson et al. (1987) have established that children from 3 years develop interest with fire play and lead to adult arsonist; however no known cause has been established. Therefore, no cure can be prescribed. Other factors such as demographics, poverty, societal breakdown, cultural and tradition values that contribute to fire setting are die-hard in some communities (Wanjala, 2013). These are among factors that will simply not help arson attacks to end soon in Kenya.

Conclusion

This paper has investigated the management and treatment of symptoms and signs of trauma among the survivors of arson attacks in Kenya and determined how this relationship is influenced by manifestation of symptomatology, management of symptomatology and psychological adjustment. Researchers have established that arson attacks are traumatic events which leave survivors to experience manifestation of symptomatology which is debilitating to an individual survivor. It impairs mental health wellness and functioning. These survivors will need psychological adjustment in order to regain their normalcy and function effectively in a world of people. The recommendations offered are based on the findings and are by no means the only ones. They took into consideration the fact that indeed arson attacks in high schools are traumatic events and cause mental health illness.

Recommendations

1. It is recommended that managers of education in the country must ensure that all high schools are equipped with safety awareness and preparedness apparatus. Unfortunately, many schools do not have important items like firefighting measures. Teachers and students are ill prepared to handle fire in their schools. Where this equipment is available, it is either not serviceable or few people know how it can be employed. In strangeness, however some members in the school are not aware of its existence.

2. In further studies in functional analyses of recidivistic arson, it is recommended for more psychology studies to investigate why a three-year-old child develop interests and becomes fascinated in fires, leading to adult firesetter. More medical related studies on maternal foetal alcohol exposed child need to be done to be able to guide through life from becoming an arsonist. This may be via medical preventive therapy to pregnant women whose partners are alcoholics. Further research on auto brewery syndrome to determine correlation with arson attacks is necessary.

3. In addition, principals, teachers, school counsellors and peer counsellors must be on the lookout for students who exhibit symptoms and signs as a result of trauma with the view to addressing them and managing them at this point. Schools might consider what facilities are available, such as, recreation halls, sports and fields and other extracurricular activities to promote healing. Strict discipline should be observed.

4. The government is responsible for enacting relevant legislation through the ministry of education that can protect the safety of individuals in the schools as it is responsible for the safety of her citizens. The individual in the school is responsible too for his/her own safety and must be made accountable by signing the relevant regulations on entering the institutions in order to comply with them. In some countries, USA, for example has set the month of September every year for her citizens to rehearse security drills in order to stay alert for a disaster. Moreover, mental health directly impacts the development of the nation and must be given due recognition just like cancer day and others, with appropriate budgetary allocation to train enough psychiatrists and other health workers. Mental health should be destigmatized from the cultural belief of witchcraft. Some cultural practices such as touching houses to ethnic cleanse or exorcise evil spirit in displacing population or mob justice by neck lacing.
victims, with impunity should be totally banned. Others such as initiation ceremonies of boys into manhood by serving them with alcoholic beverages actually initiate into becoming arsonists.

5. There is need to employ chaplaincy services to enhance religious values, which emphasize non-criminality among communities in which schools are located; they may play an important role in cases of arson attacks and should be involved in school’s security arrangement. People who observe religious ordinances have strong will power to reject evil schemes. Indeed, social support (community, church and government and other social networks) enhances healing in trauma exposed individuals. Support may come, for example, in monetary form or in kind.

6. Units like ‘Nyumba Kumi Initiative” and “Harambees” should be encouraged and strengthened to curb the alcohol and drug use menace especially among the youths who undergo initiation to adulthood after primary education. More emphasis should also put into reviving the social halls for parents and youth seminars on drugs and alcohol uses menace in order to strengthen the morals of the society.

7. “Nyumba Kumi Initiative”- A community policing idea.
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In any competitive sports, those who are considered legends are those who have been successful from the time they were chosen during the selection stage of their career. Most successful athletes were developed from universities and they became remarkable because of their hard work, dedication, and self-efficient values. Athletes who were recruited from various institutions and were invited to join a more prestigious university are believed to show more perseverance and special skill to be given a privilege as a recruit. They have been exposed to different levels of stress and pressure in preparation for competitions and to ultimately win championships and they are resilient and eager to bring out their best. The present study explored the mental toughness among selected elite athletes of National University. Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA), an approach in a qualitative research wherein the researchers aim to dig deeper on how respondents are able to make clear understanding of oneself and their environment, was used. Findings showed that four categories represent the mental toughness of the elite athletes, namely: Living the dream, malleability of time, the path to elitism, and forward looking.

Keywords: Mental toughness, interpretative phenomenological analysis, qualitative research, elite athletes.

INTRODUCTION

Winning is an important goal of an athlete. It defines who he is and what he is capable of doing. Athletes from any sports have trained themselves to become better and stronger. Strength can be seen in their body structure and stamina to endure the hardest pressure or adversity. However, it is not only in the physical strength that creates an elite athlete but the psychological skill that enables him to concentrate, focus and being positive towards a goal. This concept is what sports psychologist call mental toughness. Mental toughness is the most utilized but there’s limited understanding about it when applied in area of sports psychology (Allen et al., 2013).

Sports enthusiast and experts have recognized of mental toughness as a significant factor in sports arena. Loehr (1982) as cited in Sari (2014) highlights that half of the factor that contributed to the success of athletes is associated to psychological factors through mental toughness. Mental toughness has an imperative role for athletes’ triumph as observed by coaches. Notwithstanding the overwhelming acceptance and advantages of mental toughness in building champions, studies with exceptional quality on mental toughness as a psychological construct are inadequate.

In any competitive sports those who have been
considered legends have been successful from the time they were chosen during the selection stage of their career (Sabino, 2009 cited by Juan and Lopez, 2015). Some athletes started in universities and made names for themselves from hard work, dedication and self-efficacy that someday they will be successful. Athletes were recruited from different schools and were invited to join the University and use their talents not just for fame but also for entertainment. They have been exposed to stress and pressure for competitions and to win the gold. They are like the Spartans in the making, strong and mighty.

The optimization of skills in sports is due to many fitness factors. Recently, sports psychology has increased significance as an evolving discipline. Mental skills are the main and established factors for a high performance in competitions (Pashabadi et al., 2011). The need for an elite sport setting put players in a very stressful condition, both psychological and physical (Hanton et al., 2003). As such, the psychological characteristics along with mental skills like self-confidence and the coping mechanism, and the dynamics that is essentially part of the mental toughness construct are basically acknowledged to be one of the main foundations for athletes to face difficulty and are able to achieve success in the competition (Bhardwaj et al., 2014).

Written responses from 131 expert coaches and 160 elite athletes were analysed in a study of mental toughness (Fourie and Potgieter, 2001). The study revealed the twelve components of mental toughness: (1) motivation level; (2) coping skills; (3) cognitive skill; (4) discipline; (5) goal directedness; (6) competitiveness; (7) confidence; (8) maintenance possession of prerequisite physical and mental requirements; (9) team unity; (10) preparation skills; (11) psychological hardiness; and (12) ethics.

According to Bhardwaj et al. (2014), concentration in sports plays a very significant role in the performance of athletes, especially for athletes in the high-performance level because they have no room for error compared to other athletes. Elite athletes’ minimal discrepancies on their physical ability can create an enormous impact on their performance outcome. When the athlete cannot concentrate, his stamina will be ineffective when put into play and a little distraction on his mental state can really put an end to their overall team performance.

Elite athletes have been looked up to as model and inspiration for those aspiring athletes. There is more than meets the eye regarding their eagerness, persistence and optimum skill level that conquers the weaker opponent in terms of their psychological fineness. Though the word mental toughness is commonly applied informally to put a better perspective on the success of the athletes, research proves that the correlation among mental toughness and their success of performance have been indefinite (Newland et al., 2013).

This study explored the mental toughness of selected elite athletes of National University. The respondents of this study were 7 athletes who belong to the elite athlete category identified by the Athletics Department of National University. The respondents are from different field of sports such as basketball (male and female), volleyball (male and female), and table tennis (male and female). The selected sports have won championship games and the athletes are considered class A and significant in achieving the championship title.

RELATED LITERATURE

It has been an intriguing investigation for sports psychologist if the success of athlete’s strength can precisely forecast the function of personality or psychological evaluation. An attribute of predicting an athlete’s future performance is through the likelihood that they have this personality profile or index that makes them successful in the preferred sport (Lopez and Santelices, 2011). However, it is not only personality trait that defines success in performance. There are other factors that influence optimum performance such as motivation, self-efficacy, determination and focus. Psychological characteristics include mental toughness that an athlete should have in order to succeed.

The emergence of sports psychology has been a valid area of systematic study in the last two decades, with multiple studies on why individual levels of success are growing gradually. Variations in practice and competition success levels are the topics of research. Despite having the appropriate procedure, workouts, meals, and equipment, it was thought that one significant element that makes the player perform better under pressure is the psychological component. Athletes and trainers often pinpointed the key psychological factor that contributed to the impetus of the game that changes or clarified as a significant loss as a feature of game location’s powerful force. Variations in a player’s success, while studied scientifically, were associated to Mental Toughness (Kumar, 2016).

Mental toughness (MT) is a word that is commonly used to identify a group of psychological qualities that are considered to be important to high success (Jones et al., 2013).

In the past 10 years, researchers have spent a lot of time trying to describe and conceptualize mental toughness. As a result, recent developments in understanding this principle have been made. To advance this field of study even furthermore, it’s necessary to look at how mental toughness fits into a nomological network of relationships that includes variables from well-known theories in the field of psychology. According to Gucciardi et al. (in press), despite daily difficulties and stressors, as well as major adversities, mental toughness is described as a person’s ability to consistently produce high levels of subjective (such as, personal goal achievement) or
According to early studies on mental toughness, 82% of wrestling coaches consider mental toughness to be the most significant requirement for success in competitions. Sports mentors, players and the media usually describe the athletes’ performance as mentally resilient, which supports this study. A thorough analysis of mental toughness information is outside the reach of this report, given the study’s particular emphasis on the correlations between mental toughness and performance, related conceptual and measurement problems will, however, be considered (Newland et al., 2013).

Theoretical foundation, meaning and conceptualization, and measurement are all concerns that must be tackled when constructing a solid framework. With the socio-cognitive means involved in succeeding mental toughness, a method anchoring on social-cognitive theories has been suggested when researching possible issues of mental toughness (Newland et al., 2013).

To compete, they must have stamina, able to bounce back under pressure, the ability to withstand anxiety, the ability to stay completely concentrated, and the ability to regulate their thoughts. Although Allen et al. (2013) have found that mentally tough athletes, particularly those in the Olympics, have many attributes which comprise 13 subcomponents and four overall dimensions which includes mindset, training etc. However, when further investigated, Jones’s et al. (2013) discovered that it is well suited for athletes from Southeast Asia. This would strengthen the idea that mental toughness can be examined in a cultural perspective like the Philippines. Golby and Wood (2016) argued that although several researchers have looked into describing mental toughness, others have looked into acceptable models.

Positive Psychology model, specifically in sports psychology, has extensively studied the link on how mental toughness is applied. In athletic populations, MT tends to mimic these consequences. Self-reported MT has been shown to improve indicators of positive mental state, according to research (Rusk and Waters, 2013).

An earlier study showed that psychological skills training enhanced teenage swimmers' mental resilience, psychological growth, and performance (Sheard and Golby, 2010). The current research builds on this work by assessing the psychological effects of mental resilience in an arguably more disadvantaged athletic sample using similar techniques and constructive steps.

METHODOLOGY

Research design (IPA)

A qualitative research encompasses the exploration and understanding of the meaning of individuals or a group of individuals ascribe to a certain social situation or issue. Questions that will lead to the emergence of the answers to the research problem will be used for the gathering of data. The researchers’ role then is to make interpretations based on the data gathered by the use of coding method (Creswell, 2007).

The present study will be adopting a phenomenological research design, a human science method and a kind of a qualitative design which will transcend an individual’s experiences so as to give meaning and essence on his being and existence, particularly the processes and factors involved in certain phenomenon being studied. The present study will employ the subtype Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA); an approach in a qualitative research wherein the researchers aim to “explore in detail how participants are making sense of their personal and social world” (Smith and Osborn, 2007, p. 53). IPA is interpretative because the researchers will illustrate how the participants interpret their life experiences. This is also phenomenological because it involves the participant’s life-world, their personal experiences, and their personal perception of an object or event.

Setting and participants (demographic profile)

The respondents of this study were 7 athletes who belong to the elite athlete category identified by the Athletics Department of National University. The respondents are from the different field of sports such as basketball (male and female), volleyball (male and female), and table tennis (male and female). The selected sports have won championship games and the athletes are considered class A and significant in achieving the championship title.

Instruments

The instrument to be used is semi-structured questions for an open-ended interview which is conceptualized by the researcher. The questions will be tailored in order to gain answers that will explore the (1) reasons for joining sports; (2) How do elite athletes embrace change and risk; (3) What are the hardest issues they have faced before becoming an elite athlete; (4) How do they cope with pressure in their field of sports. The questions will be validated by at least 3 experts in Psychology. The Personal Data Sheet contained the following information: name of the respondent, the address, contact number, age, sex (male or female), course/year, and socio-economic status.

Data collection

In this research, the researcher used purposive sampling technique to select the respondents that has a specific characteristic in common, and selected the respondent with class A or elite category in sports. The Personal Data Sheet was given to participants, accomplished with the following information: Respondents No, Name, Address, Contact Number, Age, Gender (Male or Female), Course and year and socio-economic status.

After identifying the informants, they will be each given a consent form that will be signed by the informants before the conduct of the interview. The researcher will conduct the actual interview for the informants. The interview upon permission from the informants will be tape recorded for audit trail. The researcher’s aim for the outcome of the interview is to gain enough statements that will show the different concept of mental toughness of the elite athletes (Figure 1).

Data analysis

The recorded interview was transcribed in an excel spread sheet.
and perform the initial coding and also determined the sub domain with the consensus of the three researchers. After determining the sub domain, the researched consensually achieved the Main domain and frequency labels were assigned. Analytic memos (Strauss and Corbin, 1990) are a must-have method for improving the analytic process. These memos are a compilation of the researchers’ hunches, interpretations, questions, and notes from the start to the end of the study, which will sit part of the data corpus and are checked regularly for inclusion into analysis.

Audit trail

A popular approach is to use reduction techniques and review of specific statements to tease out underlying patterns in order to get at the basic meaning of each individual’s experience. The participants themselves must ensure that their opinions and remarks are not misunderstood.

To correct any inaccuracies, audit trail and member verification can be used to achieve this. A transparent overview of the steps taken from the start of a research project to the production and reporting of results is known as an audit trail. These documents detail everything that happened during a probe. Member verification involves presenting transcripts or summaries of interviews to participants so that they can review their responses.

RESULTS

Results (Table 1) included four main themes and eight categories. The first theme is Living the Dream with two categories namely: Family, “My father plays a significant role, why I became an athlete” and Hope for the Future, “I am playing because this will give me a better future”. The second theme is Malleability of Time with two categories namely: Time Management, “Playing basketball is very time consuming, because you need to manage your time between playing and studies” and Discipline, “Discipline is very important, my parents always remind me to stay humble, to always remain who you are.”

The third theme is The Path to Elitism with one category namely: Pressure “when I feel down, I always cry and sometimes give up, but after few years I started to turn all my fear, anxiety and the anger I received from my coach to motivation. I always condition myself that I should always be open to listen to my coach”. The fourth theme is Forward Looking with three categories namely: Positive Outlook, “I just stay positive; I pray and believe that everything will be okay. I always tell myself that I can do it no matter what happen”; Focus, “I need to focus more on my training, I need more focus not only on the training facilitated by our coach but also to focus on my own skills” and the last category is Value Driven, “Every day I am learning from my experience as a student athlete, I am learning new things that I can apply to my everyday life. Basketball is not only a game inside the court but the values you have acquired in the court can be applied outside.”

DISCUSSION

The results of this qualitative research on the mental toughness among selected private university athletes showed that there are four (4) main themes and eight (8) categories of mental toughness of elite athletes. These themes and categories are identified using Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis.

Living the dream

Family

The first category is family. The family influences the elite athletes in their early beginnings and has provided a tremendous guide to pursue the career they want to embark. The family created an atmosphere for the athlete to believe in himself and discover their potentials in sports. They have been the source of inspiration and support.

“It’s my father who influenced me.” (A1)

“My dad is a former amateur player in MICAA. And my cousins are basketball players.” (A3).
“I and my two other siblings, actually tried out for taekwondo, and I was the one who excelled. I also tried other sports, but this is already my mother’s forte.” (A5)

“Actually, the reason I continued with volleyball or being an athlete is because of my family.” (A7)

As cited by Bremer (2012), researchers have started to identify athlete families and explain the identity of this family system. Athlete families, for example, were once described as those whose families devote a considerable amount of money, time, and emotional energy to youth-sport activities. To some extent, the athletes are influenced by their parents or siblings who are deeply part of a wide range of sports involvements (Hellstedt, 2000).

Although children and young people can find their own passions in sports for themselves, they need the support of parents so that their participation and athletic success will be possible. As cited by Nunomura and Oliveira (2013). However, Children admire their parents' presence and interest in monitoring their athletic activities. However, in order for their children's experience in the sport sense to be positive, parents must be alert and mindful of the degree and manner of their involvement. According to the literature reviewed and the findings of the research, the degree and type of this involvement may be interpreted negatively by the infant, depending on the degree and form of involvement.

However, in the study of Knight et al. (2016), parental involvement in youth sports significantly influence the athletes in terms of parents as coaches, previous experiences as a sport parent, with know-how of sports and its direction, expectations, and the views for child’s sport. Furthermore, their study shows that coaching their children is a choice because of their knowledge of the sports from sports involvement. I coached high school and junior high sports, so I think I know how to do it better than most people who have volunteered, “one father who coached his children explained. Some parents, on the other hand, did not want to mentor their own children but found it difficult not to due to their sporting expertise and experience”.

### Hope for the future

The second category is hope for future. As cited by Peneyra and Jocano (2013), while sport is a means to alter the life trajectory of the athlete from vices to success, it also allows access to education and jobs. It is a means to secure money and material needs. However, this access is again articulated in terms of a wider network of responsibilities towards the family. The athlete therefore is a breadwinner, in some cases, the only breadwinner in the family. Participation in elite (fulltime) sports, with the concomitant monetary incentives, is therefore a means of fulfilling familial obligations. This can take the form of scholarships (which can help reduce the strains on family budgets and therefore facilitate the continuing education of the young athlete), allowances (if on the national team), prize money (for every medal won) and salaries (from coaching and related jobs).

“When I was playing, I somehow saw that I may also have a future in it.” (A1)

“At first, the goal was to make it to the PBA or the Pros. Then, of course, there's Papa who also finished his studies for free, and I would like that to happen to me too so that they wouldn't worry too much about it anymore.” (A3)

“I was informed about basketball and that they are giving opportunities to study for free, so I grabbed the opportunity so that I can study.” (A6).

### Table 1. Summary of domains, categories, sub-categories and frequencies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Categories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Living the dream</td>
<td>Family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hope for the future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malleability of time</td>
<td>Time management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discipline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The path to elitism</td>
<td>Pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward looking</td>
<td>Focus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Value driven</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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“I got a lot of benefits like free scholarship, board and lodging… My family saved a lot because of it. That’s why I’m striving.” (A7)

However, in the study of Shulman and Bowen (2001) they not only emphasize the advantages of college athletics, but they also explore how athletic strengthening might deviate from the educational missions of institutions. Instead of using their resources to finance academic/research scholarships or services that will improve the educational career of athletes that are studying, schools around the country are investing financially on hiring less academically qualified student-athletes and extensive sport facilities.

Malleability of time

Time management

The first category is time management. As mentioned by Macquet and Skalej (2015), elite athletes are expected to seek education in addition to sports training in order to prepare for life after their experience in sport (such as, Cosh and Tully, 2014; Holt and Dunn, 2004; Wylleman and Lavallee, 2004). It is believed that time management has a significant impact on athletes’ overall psychological state, mental recovery and physical aspect, inspiration, and perseverance in the face of hardship, injury rehabilitation, and results of the game (such as, Johnson and Podlog, 2014). Even though time management is a key factor, there has been little research into athletes’ time management in sports training settings (Macquet, 2010).

“Training in the morning then studies in the afternoon. Other people tell me to manage it but it’s so tiring. If the training is in the morning and the training is in the afternoon, our rest times are very limited. It is very difficult for us but we got into this so we’ll be responsible with this so that we could finish our studies” (A2)

“I guess, basketball is really time consuming, but you really need to allot time for it. You should not think about it everyday, because once you only think of basketball, what if you have bad outcomes like bad practice or game, then you will have a bad day. So, I think you just need to allot time for everything.” (A3)

“Time management and sacrifice because you are responsible for what you prioritize, which is school and sports. Set aside going out” (A5)

“What’s difficult is that you really need to balance your time. Other students already ended their day but we’re just starting ours. We really need to fit studying, homework, and projects in one day. It’s really difficult, that’s why you really need to learn how to multi-task” (A6)

“Sometimes, there will come a time when I find it difficult to manage my time. I sometimes find it hard. Sometimes you really need to finish one thing, but you need to stop doing another… I’m tempted to let go of one, but I make sure that I really need to push through… I need to balance the two because if I let go of one, it will really affect my career. That’s why I motivate myself so that I can fix the changes happening to me” (A7)

Discipline

The second category is discipline. The concept of discipline that developed among Filipino athletes were equated with time management and structured routine, which are controlling factors essential to their sporting life, and apparently were either not present or not highlighted outside of their sport experience. It is also curiously apparent that discipline was acquired only through the experience of sport. The regimen of training, which includes time, structure and purpose requires strict adherence. Discipline for the Filipino athlete appears to be a controlling structure outside of the self and is also interestingly translated as an equivalent to the structure of time. Discipline in other words steered the athlete’s life trajectory towards an idealized self (a disciplined person) characterized by control of one’s daily schedule; obedience to parents, teachers, coach; focus on the tasks of the moment; and away from an otherwise aimless existence (Peneyra and Jocano, 2013).

However, the predominant sentiment of the athletes is that their participation in sports is linked to the personal goals of taking control of one’s life (discipline) as well as a means of fulfilling family obligations (support for the family) (Peneyra and Jocano, 2013).

“First and foremost, my parents taught me to stay humble. I should be the same person as I was before, and never change how I treat others. Discipline really is a big deal” (A1)

Discipline was mostly associated with time; that is, keeping time and managing time. Sport involvement was the means for the athletes to comprehend the implications of keeping time and managing time so that they could fulfill their training requirements and still study or work at the same time. Discipline was also associated with following rules, having a focus and a regimented daily routine. Discipline kept athletes free from vices since there was no time left to indulge and vices may affect the athletes’ performance (Peneyra and Jocano, 2013).

Path to elitism

Pressure

The first category is pressure. Allen et al. (2013) defined
mentally tough as a psychological quality that helps in coping with sport pressures and allows athletes to be consistently resolute in demonstrating psychological skills such as focus, motivation, confidence, and control as cited by Newland et al. (2013).

In general, mental toughness seems to be most evident in situations where adversity is present. Pressure-filled game situations may warrant more mental toughness from athletes than games that are considered routine and not as meaningful (Ibid).

According to Goldberg (2013), the ability to remain calm and composed under pressure, as well as the ability to concentrate on what's necessary and let go of everything else, are by far the two most crucial mental skills that make up the mental toughness umbrella. You will be totally lost as an athlete if you do not have these two vital mental skills. Championship athletes excel at concentration and the ability to stay focused in the face of adversity.

“Communication in the game. There’s pressure in the game but we just take it as if we are fighting for the name of NU.” (A1)

“In my first year in UAAP, during my first game, I told myself that I really need to adjust in my game, and I got nervous in my first game because it is my first time in UAAP. When I hear UAAP, there’s really a huge impact on me.” (A2)

“When it comes to pressure, you really need to strive in the game. Do not focus on the crowd but focus on your game. And you need to learn how to read the last game of your opponents.” (A4)

“Yes, he admitted it to us that he is pressured but he did not show it to us because whatever action the leader takes, that’s the same actions of his members. That’s why when he shows us that he’s not afraid, we’re not afraid too because our coach is not afraid, why should we be afraid if he’s the one handling us.” (A5)

“I calm myself. It’s so confusing so I talk to myself, like a monologue, I converse with myself especially if I’m nervous.”(A6)

“I feel down. I immediately cry or I give up easily. But eventually, when I play with them, when my coach lectures me, I make it my motivation. I always tell myself to listen, I need to listen to what they are telling me and not their screams.” (A7)

“When it comes to pressure, you really need to strive in the game. Do not focus on the crowd but focus on your game. And you need to learn how to read the last game of your opponents.” (A4)

In spite of having the right technique, right exercises, right meals and right equipment, it was felt that psychological factor is one important aspect which helps the player perform better under pressure situations. In sport, the demands that athletes face, as well as the focus and dedication needed to excel, make it critical in a way that their mental state is well-prepared (Lawless and Grobbelaar, 2015).

Concentration, focus, anxiety control, and energy management are all improved by visualization and imagery (Burton and Raedeke, 2008; Murphy and Martin, 2002), also exude trust, and the feeling of being in charge motivates people (Pigozzi, 2004; Mellalieu et al., 2006) it also serves as a barrier between one’s mental processes (Zizzi et al., 2003); an athlete’s ability to deal with competitive anxiety can be improved with proper relaxation and constructive self-talk, as well as an improvement in self-confidence and motivation (Shinke and Costa, 2001).

In the study of Bonal et al. (2020), a qualitative study on Talent Development Pathway for Elite Basketball Players in China, identified psychological factors dimension as one of the factors that shaped the careers of Chinese elite basketball players and what made them reach the highest level of sport. One of the most common and highlighted statements made by the interviewed players in their study was about motivation as a driving force in their sports careers. This element is consistent with non-elite, elite junior players, elite players, elite players, and super elite players, with athletes citing motivation as a key factor in overcoming challenges in both sports and non-sports during their careers.

Forward looking

Positive outlook

The first category is positive outlook. As cited by Juan and Lopez (2015), when an athlete’s attention and focus rate decreases, so does his or her self-confidence, according to a research on mental toughness in athletes (Omarfauzee et al., 2013). As a result, athletes must be able to harness energies that are negative (Golby et al., 2003) rehearsing a skill and routine or performance in mind, which are thought to help people relax (Horn, 2002). This positive view will assist athletes in controlling their anxiety.

An athlete will never perform at his best no matter how great his skills are if he is not able to manage his apprehensions, fears, worries, anger and frustration before every event (Athan and Sampson, 2013). Thus, benefits from having control over unproductive negative energy results in positive competition outcomes (Kuan and Roy, 2007).

“Yes, he admitted it to us that he is pressured but he did not show it to us because whatever action the leader takes, that’s the same actions of his members. That’s
why when he shows us that he’s not afraid, we’re not afraid too because our coach is not afraid, why should we be afraid if he’s the one handling us.” (A5)

“I keep quiet, and then I pray. If that does not work, I will tell myself that I can do it, no need to be nervous.” (A6)

“And sometimes, if our coaches pressure us, it’s okay. I just show them what is right.” (A7)

The negative athletes will always make excuses, while the positive athletes will always work hard to perform better. The negative thought such as “Performing well is all about hard work and dedication, not mental stuff” will make good performers less focus on their psychological skills before competition (Highlen and Bennett, 1979).

Another challenge is that some of these athletes do not want to change their wrong belief or habits. Thus, if the behaviours they follow are positive, it will be beneficial for them, but if it was negative, it will de-motivated them to move forward (Omar-Fauzee et al., 2013).

In the study of Brown et al. (2018), they identified eight codes as variables of flourishing in elite sport performers and one of which is optimistic. This positive attitude was followed by feelings of being concentrated and in command by the athlete. “All year I never really had a negative thought, in my mind I always knew what I was going to do and how I was going to do it,” the athlete said in response to a question about how he felt when he was flourishing.

Focus

The second category is focus. As mentioned by Juan and Lopez (2015), the observed low level of athletes’ attention control infers that they are not able to maintain effective focus or concentration. The ability to remain focused during a competition is a skill that was identified by coaches as the most important mental skill needed in sport (Gould et al., 1999).

In Golby and Wood (2016), within sport, the pressure the athlete’s experience, in addition to the focus and determination required to succeed mean it is paramount that the athlete is psychologically equipped (Coetzee et al., 2006). These findings support previous claims that mental toughness development is primarily driven by the principals of positive psychology; to enable the athlete to surpass the norm and experience optimum psychological functioning in both sport and everyday life (Golby et al., 2003).

“You need to balance it, do not focus on just one thing.” (A3)

“You need to focus more. Focus on your training. You should not just focus on what your coach tells you, you have your own skills to show and target.” (A4)

Value Driven

The third category is value driven. Specifically, according to Coulter et al (2010), mental toughness encompasses one’s collective beliefs (encompassing attitudes, values, behaviours, and emotions) which help in overcoming barriers to success.

According to Sheard and Golby (2010), “A hardened, disciplined mindset differentiates between the good and the great, especially at the highest level of competition. Being mentally tough reflects positive values: responsibility, self-belief, and positivity to challenge (as cited by Omar-Fauzee et al., 2014).

“You have a lot of experience throughout the year, every day. You learn new things that you can apply in your life. Basketball is not just what’s inside the court. The values you learn can be applied outside.” (A3)

“But stay humble, even if we are the champion; keep your feet on the ground” (A6).

“Show dedication and love, because if you say that you like the sport, it’s not love. So, you can’t do what your coaches are asking you to do.” (A7)

Scope and limitations

The mental toughness among the selected elite athletes to be explored in the present study pertains to the conceptualization of mental toughness from the “experts” source – elite athletes. Its main purpose is to provide a platform to construct a tool of measurement or approaches in future works. This will include interventions and identify psychological characteristics during recruitment. Informants will be selected using purposive sampling from National University. The study will be limited to elite athletes in the areas of basketball, volleyball and table tennis. As already mentioned, there exists a dearth of studies that explored the elite athletes in the country particularly in the collegial level.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The findings of this Qualitative Research investigation on seven athletes who belong to the elite athlete category identified by the Athletics Department of National University revealed four main themes and eight categories of the mental toughness of Elite Athletes. The first theme is living the dream with two categories namely: Family and Hope for the Future. The second theme is malleability of time with two categories namely:
time management and discipline. The third theme is path to elitism with one category namely: Pressure. The fourth theme is forward looking with three categories namely: positive outlook and Focus. The last category is Value Driven. Athletes must learn to improve mental endurance in order to be as competitive as possible. Without mental endurance, elite athletes will not be able to compete at this level on a regular basis. Mental toughness is unquestionably important for athletes to produce the best possible outcomes in sports. Athletes must have the determination and encouragement to persevere in the face of difficulty and pressure in order to achieve success.

The literature of mental toughness among the selected elite athletes can be explored deeply through wider search for local studies and invites scholars or future researchers to conduct a similar study across age, gender, religion, urban area, culture for a wider scope of differentiation and discover other theories that can triangulate with the concept of mental toughness. Future research on the relationship between the coach and the athletes can be explored to identify the different influences that the coach in specific sports would contribute to mental toughness.

This paper provides the description and conceptualization of mental toughness, which has been sorely lacking in the field. This study's empirical rigor ensures that our definition of mental toughness is sound. With a strong grasp on mental toughness, researchers will now look at how to quantify it, how it develops over time, and how to prepare for it. Future studies should look at the relationship between personal characteristics (that is, the twelve mental toughness factors listed here), social support, and the essence of the pressure or adversity to better understand how mental toughness manifests in people's lives.

The researcher would like to emphasize and declare that the study is a phenomenological inquiry that explores the mental toughness of elite athletes of National University and that no statistical validation and psychological test results were provided.
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